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Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Springer Netherlands | Proceedings of a meeting held at
Lancaster University, 9-10th April, 1992 | Proceedings of a meeting held at Lancaster University April
9-10th, 1992 | Considerable advances have been made in our understanding of the eukaryotic cell
cycle at the molecular level over the past two decades or so, particularly in yeast and in animal
systems. However, only in the past three or four years has progress been made in plants at the
molecular level. The present volume brings together molecular biologists, cell biologists and
physiologists to discuss this recent progress and how it relates to our understanding of the
regulation of plant growth and development.The opening paper summarises the progress which
has been made with fission yeast. Subsequent papers explore what is known about cell cycle control
at the molecular level in plants, and about cell cycle regulation in specific physiological systems,
ending with summary papers on cell division in roots and shoots.The book comprises up-to-date
findings on a fundamental aspect of plant growth and development, and as such will be of
particular interest to advanced undergraduates, postgraduates and research scientists in the fields
of molecular biology, cell biology and physiology. | 1....
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This published book is wonderful. It is one of the most incredible book we have go through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Felicia  Heidenr eich-- Felicia  Heidenr eich

Just no words to explain. it was actually writtern quite perfectly and valuable. Your daily life period will be convert as soon as you total looking at this pdf.
-- Mr . B r ook Ma r qua r dt Jr .-- Mr . B r ook Ma r qua r dt Jr .
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